


Rechargeable backup battery 
for 6 hours on stand-by 

Plug and play, quick and
easy installation

Multiple types of 
notifications when triggered 

6 timers for auto control 
based on family daily routine

Operation and event log

Selectable exit and entry 
delays so you don't trigger

 sensors by accident 

Test mode for easy
 installation without 

triggering tamper alerts

Low battery alerts for sensors

LTE-400 Compatible Accessories
Door/Window Sensor
DWC-102
Detects for openings of any door/window/drawer and alerts; indoor use only

Pet-Immune PIR Motion Detector
PIR-910
Detects for human motion while allowing your pet (under 25kg / 55lb) to move about in the 
house with complete freedom; indoor use only

Remote Control
RC-80
Easy to carry around on a keychain or in your pocket or purse, the RC-80 helps you quickly arm 
or disarm your alarm system within range, and comes with an SOS panic button

Water Flood Detector
WI-210
Alerts when liquid is detected; indoor use only

Vibration Detector 
WD-80
Alerts when vibration is detected; indoor use only

Glass Break Detector
GT-126
Alerts when the sound of glass breaking is detected; indoor use only

Smoke Detector
SMK-500
Sounds built-in siren and alerts when smoke is detected; indoor use only 

Panic Button 
SOS-100
Sends emergency alert when the SOS button is pressed  

Wireless Keypad
KP-700
Arms/Disarms/Home Arms your alarm system with your pin combination; indoor use only

Indoor Mini Strobe Siren
WS-105
Deters any would-be intruders with a 90dB siren sound and rapid flashes; indoor use only

Outdoor Wireless Strobe Siren
WS-280
Deters any would-be intruders with a loud 105dB siren sound and rapid flashes; weatherproof 
design for outdoor use

Solar-Powered Siren
SPS-260
Deters any would-be intruders with a loud 110dB siren sound and rapid flashes. The SPS-260 is an 
outdoor-rated, solar-powered siren, completely free of wires

Wireless Signal Repeater
RT-101
Effectively enhances wireless radio signals for longer transmission distance; indoor use only

Solar-Powered Dual-Tech Motion Detector
PIR-926
The PIR-926 accurately detects for human body movements and effectively cuts down on 
interference and false alarms with dual-mode detection: infrared and microwave. The solar panel 
and waterproof housing make the PIR-926 ideal for outdoor use

Multi-Beam IR Sensors
AID-420
Detects for intruders walking through the invisible infrared beams between the two sensors; can 
be up to 6m / 20 ft apart; outdoor-rated

Pan/Tilt Smart AI Camera
PT-300Q
1080p HD WiFi Camera, your smart eye and ear to your home ; AI human detection can greatly
reduce false alerts.

Amazon   Echo ®

Smart Home & Security

The LTE-400 works with a wide range of wireless, battery-powered sensors and accessories that are easy to install and use, so 
you can scale up the system based on your specific home security and automation needs.
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